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Three-quarters of the way through his cancer biography, New York oncologist Siddhartha Mukherjee pauses to set a scene in his lab, a hive of esoteric activity and impenetrable jargon. In smaller hands, such a passage would leave non-professional readers perplexed and boredom. But then he describes himself in the simplest scientific poses, looking into a
microscope. And what he looks at is one of the most sinister mysteries of human - or anti-human - life. The leukemia cells he was studying were from a woman who had been dead for 30 years. Unlike the discarded host, these cells are immortal. In this small but typical moment Mukherjee manages to convey not only a forensically accurate picture of what he
sees, but a shiver, too, that he feels. The cells look bloated and grotesque, with an enlarged nucleus and a thin rim of the cytoplasm, a sign of a cell that the soul has been co-opted to divide and continue to share with pathological, monomaniacal targets. Yoking scientific experience narrative talent is rare enough, but the literary echoes of the emperor of all
diseases suggest a desire to go further, even than a fine, accessible explanation. Normal cells are equally normal; malignant cells become unfortunately malignant in unique ways. It takes a little nerve to repeat the first line of Anna Karenina and conclude that the history of the disease is capable of finding tolstoy's treatment. But this is, excitingly, what
Mukherjee shoots. He calls this great and beautiful book a biography, not a story, because he wants his reader to understand his subject not only as a disease, a scientific problem or a social condition, but also as a character - an antagonist with a story to tell through his eerie relationship to the wider biological and animal world, which is also, inexorably, our
story. Although it has many historical predecessors, the epic medical quest to understand and treat cancer has only really developed as it originated as the defining disease of our time. It's not just in the metaphorical sense that it speaks powerfully of our industrial horrors, but in the literal sense that cancer only became the leading cause of death in the world
when we started living long enough to get it. People in the past tend to die from other diseases - as they still do in poor countries today. Cancer currently ranks just below cardiovascular disease as the cause of death in the U.S., but in low-income countries with shorter lifespans, it doesn't even make the top 10. At the beginning of the 20th century, life
expectancy at birth in America was 47.3 years. Currently, the average age for breast cancer diagnosis is 61; prostate cancer, 67. As we prolong our lives, Mukherjee writes, we inevitably unleash malignant growth. Thus, the scene is set to a monumental political and human struggle. Mukherjee collects abounding cast of symbols, from ancients such as
Atossa, the Persian queen who in 500 BC self-prescribed the first first mastectomy, for Mukherjee's own patients. There are stories about grizzly surgical techniques and amazing medical discoveries. But, as with any epic narrative, the central drama goes to war. The full-scale campaign against cancer began with a meeting in the 1940s of American socialite
Mary Lasker in search of a great medical cause and cancer researcher Sidney Farber, one of the creators of chemotherapy. Mukherjee describes it as a collection of two travelers, each of whom carries half the map. The battleground in the middle of the map was Washington, D.C., and the political alliance that Lasker and Farber eventually formed was with
Richard Nixon. The adoption in 1971 of the National Cancer Act cemented the idea of cancer as a sovereign among diseases and cherishes it as the language of world war. But as Mukherjee's narrative unearths his central character, and our understanding of cancer accumulates depth and complexity, the notion of war becomes more and more thread-like.
His combatants set up the enemy they needed for the war. Nevertheless, the history of science, Mukherjee notes, is not only a discovery, but also a discovery of failure. Practitioners of surgery, radiation and chemotherapy began to treat the cancer without understanding its basic mechanisms. The crusaders behind the magic bullet, including Farber,
despised calls to wait for the development of genetic research, or to emphasize prevention, or to evaluate the need for care as much as treatment. To many who worked on the front lines, relentlessly pushing patients to the brink of death to save them, such appeals seemed academic. And then the academics called the timeout. In 1986, the New England
Journal of Medicine, John Beilar and Elaine Smith published a chilly assessment of comparative trends in cancer mortality over the years. This revealed what they called a qualified failure. Between 1962 and 1985, although survival rates in some areas improved, the war on cancer not only did not manifest itself, but cancer mortality actually increased by 8.7
per cent. Even with the post-war boom in lung cancer associated with smoking, Mukherjee writes, it shocked the world of oncology with its roots. It is from here, as he reaches for the final act in his historical drama, that it becomes clear that Mukherjee does more than just report on medical developments, scientific discoveries and human suffering. The basic
structural dynamics of his book prove to be a mystery of the very progress, the application of reason and science to chaos and disease - an uber-project of modernity that, even if it has achieved too much to be called failure, will never be able to succeed. As he turns inward, to the basic biology of cancer cell, Mukherjee changes his assessment of the war on
cancer, from skilled failure to skilled success. There may not have been a front line movement but if goals can change, from utopian notions of eradication of death to more modest ambitions to prolong life, the result for medical science is a dynamic equilibrium, not a static. It returns to the cell itself as genetic knowledge began to offer results that can be
applied clinically - finding the causes finally along with finding drugs. By the late 1990s, Gleevec's development as a genetic drug treatment for chronic myeloid leukemia, as one researcher put it, proved the principle: It shows that highly specific, non-toxic therapy is possible. The cellular composition of cancer is Mukherjee's own area, but it has no illusions
that a new era will leave history behind us, or that gene treatments will lead us out of the age of cancer. Harold Varmus, accepting his Nobel Prize for the cellular origin of retrovirus oncogenes in 1989, turned to Beowulf: We only saw our monster more clearly and described its scales and fangs in new ways - ways that show a cancer cell to be like Grendel, a
distorted version of our normal self. The idea that cancer cells are copies of who we are underlines Mukherjee, not a metaphor. We can get rid of cancer, he concludes, only as much as we can get rid of the processes in our physiology that depend on growth - aging, regeneration, healing, reproduction. And so its intensely vivid and accurate descriptions of
biological processes accumulate in a character fully developed and terribly familiar. The concept of people's science did not come close to describing this achievement. It's literature. Winner of the Pulitzer Prize and now Ken Burns' documentary on PBS, Emperor of All Diseases Siddhartha Mukherjee is a magnificent, deeply humane biography of cancer -
from his first documented performances thousands of years ago through epic battles in the twentieth century to cure, control and defeat his radical new understanding of its essence. Physician, researcher and award-winning scientific writer Siddhartha Mukherjee explores cancer with the precision of a cell biologist, the view of a historian and the passion of a
biographer. The result is a remarkably clear and eloquent chronicle of the disease by which people lived and died for more than five thousand years. The history of cancer is a story of human ingenuity, resilience and perseverance, as well as arrogance, paternalism and misperception. Mukherjee recounts centuries of discovery, failure, victory, and death,
narrated through the eyes of his predecessors and peers, ingesting their minds against an infinitely resourceful adversary who, just three decades ago, was thought to have been easily defeated in the war against cancer. The book reads like a literary thriller with cancer as the main character. From the Persian queen Athossa, whose Greek slave may have
cut off her sore breasts, to the nineteenth century primitive radiation and chemotherapy for Mukerji's own leukemia patient, Carla, the Emperor of all diseases about people who soldier through fiercely demanding schemes in order to survive, and to enhance our understanding of this iconic disease. Exciting, urgent and amazing, the Emperor of All Diseases
gives a fascinating look at the future of cancer treatment. It is an illuminating book that gives hope and clarity to those seeking the demystification of cancer. Cancer. the emperor of all maladies pdf. the emperor of all maladies summary. the emperor of all maladies documentary. the emperor of all maladies review. the emperor of all maladies audiobook. the
emperor of all maladies quotes. the emperor of all maladies goodreads. the emperor of all maladies movie
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